A Series Of Unfortunate
Events The Slippery Slope
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents
of this A Series Of Unfortunate Events The Slippery Slope by
online. You might not require more epoch to spend to go to the
book start as capably as search for them. In some cases, you
likewise attain not discover the message A Series Of Unfortunate
Events The Slippery Slope that you are looking for. It will very
squander the time.
However below, gone you visit this web page, it will be as a result
completely easy to acquire as well as download lead A Series Of
Unfortunate Events The Slippery Slope
It will not consent many mature as we explain before. You can do
it though law something else at home and even in your workplace.
for that reason easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what
we meet the expense of under as skillfully as review A Series Of
Unfortunate Events The Slippery Slope what you in the same
way as to read!

Días de Consuelo - Dave
Ortega 2021
Días de Consuelo is an intimate
immigration memoir in the
graphic tradition of
"Persepolis" that connects the
personal recollections of the
author's abuela (grandmother)

with the storm of events that
made up one of the most
important uprisings of the 20th
century: The Mexican
Revolution. This graphic novel
introduces middle grade
through adult readers to the
captivating story of Consuelo,
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her mother Evarista,
grandmother Isabel and sister
Beatriz as their lives are
upended apart by civil war.
"Días de Consuelo" is also the
perfect introduction to
revolutionary figures like
Pancho Villa and Emiliano
Zapata, the series of uprisings
that they led to put an end to
centuries-old systems of
oppression, and the toll that
this violence took on daily life.
With its expressive cartooning
style, this book celebrates the
Mexican-American experience
in a way that has yet not been
seen in the comics medium.
Watch Your Mouth - Daniel
Handler 2009-10-13
Tolstoy wrote that happy
families are alike and that each
unhappy family is unhappy in a
different way.In Watch Your
Mouth, Daniel Handler takes
"different" to a whole new
level....
"Who Could That Be at This
Hour?" - Lemony Snicket
2012-10-23
In a fading town, far from
anyone he knew or trusted, a
young Lemony Snicket began
his apprenticeship in an

organization nobody knows
about. He started by asking
questions that shouldn't have
been on his mind. Now he has
written an account that should
not be published, in four
volumes that shouldn't be read.
This is the first volume.
The Slippery Slope - Lemony
Snicket 2004
Klaus and Violet attempt to
follow their sister, who is
trapped by Count Olaf in a car
driving fast up the mountain.
First they must stop the
caravan they are travelling in
hurtling over a cliff.
A Series of Unfortunate Events
#6: the Ersatz Elevator [Netflix
Tie-In Edition] - Lemony
Snicket 2018-05-21
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL
SERIES In their most daring
misadventure, the Baudelaire
orphans are adopted by very,
very rich people, whose
penthouse apartment is located
mysteriously close to the place
where all their misfortune
began. Even though their new
home in the city is fancy, and
the children are clever and
charming, I'm sorry to say that
still, the unlucky orphans will
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encounter more disaster and
woe. In fact, in this sixth book
in A Series of Unfortunate
Events, the children will
experience a darkened
staircase, a red herring, an
auction, parsley soda, some
friends in a dire situation, a
secret passageway, and
pinstripe suits. Both literary
and irreverent, hilarious and
deftly crafted, A Series of
Unfortunate Events offers an
exquisitely dark comedy in the
tradition of Edward Gorey and
Roald Dahl. Lemon Snicket's
uproariously unhappy books
continue to win readers,
despite all his warnings.
A Series of Unfortunate
Events: Behind the Scenes
with Count Olaf - Lemony
Snicket 2004-10-26
Evil Count Olaf walks you
through the movie. Includes
rare behind–the–scene
sketches, photos, illustrations
and movie stills.
A Series of Unfortunate Events
Complete Collection: Books
1-13 - Lemony Snicket
2011-11-01
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL
SERIES If you have not read
a-series-of-unfortunate-events-the-slippery-slope

anything about the Baudelaire
orphans, then before you read
even one more sentence, you
should know this: Violet, Klaus,
and Sunny are kindhearted and
quick-witted, but their lives are
filled with bad luck and misery.
All of the stories about these
three children are unhappy and
wretched and will most likely
fill you with deep despair.
From The Bad Beginning to
The End, this comprehensive
collection with unfortunate
bonus material that may or
may not include trivia
questions, character profiles,
and several very sad sentences
is the only choice for people
who simply cannot get enough
of a bad thing!
A Series of Unfortunate Events:
Lemony Snicket - Lemony
Snicket 2003-05-06
A Warning from the Publisher:
Many readers have questions
about Lemony Snicket, author
of the distressing serial
concerning the trials of the
charming but unlucky
Baudelaire orphans, published
under the collective title A
Series of Unfortunate Events.
Before purchasing, borrowing,
3/16
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or stealing this book, you
should be aware that it
contains the answers to some
of those questions, such as the
following: 1. Who is Lemony? 2.
Is there a secret organization I
should know about? 3. Why
does Lemony Snicket spend his
time researching and writing
distressing books concerning
the Baudelaire orphans? 4.
Why do all of Lemony Snicket's
books contain a sad dedication
to a woman named Beatrice? 5.
If there's nothing out there,
what was that noise? Our
advice to you is that you find a
book that answers less
upsetting questions than this
one. Perhaps your librarian,
bookseller, or parole officer
can recommend a book that
answers the question, "Aren't
ponies adorable?"
A Series of Unfortunate Events
Box: The Trouble Begins Lemony Snicket 2001-10-02
The first Series of Unfortunate
Events gift/box-set of this New
York Times best-selling series.
The set includes The Bad
Beginning, The Reptile Room,
and The Wide Window.
The Beatrice Letters -

Lemony Snicket 2006-09
Who is Beatrice, the woman to
whom Mr Snicket dedicates
every book? There is no
question more often asked by
fans of Lemony Snicket. Now
this captivating collection of
letters between Lemony
Snicket and Beatrice provides
the answers.
The Bad Mood and the Stick
- Lemony Snicket 2017-10-03
New York Times bestselling
author Lemony Snicket sheds
light on the way bad moods
come and go. Once there was a
bad mood and a stick. The stick
appeared when a tree dropped
it. Where did the bad mood
come from? Who picked up the
stick? And where is the bad
mood off to now? You never
know what is going to happen.
Trying Neaira - Debra Hamel
2003-01-01
Apollodorus and Stephanos of
Athens had faced each other in
court on a number of
occasions, but their running
feud was brought to a head in
the late 340s when Stephanos'
lover Neaira was prosecuted
for transgressing Athenian
marriage laws. Building on
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Apollodorus' speech from the
trial and other source material,
Debra Hamel recreates
Neaira's life and experiences
from her lowly origins in a
brothel in Corinth, to a highly
paid courtesan and sex slave,
her retirement and 30-year
relationship with Stephanos.
Neaira's story allows Hamel to
touch on many aspects of
Athenian social history, from
issues of prostitution and
adultery, to religion and
slavery, the life of a female
non-citizen, to the legal
process of the 4th century. An
engaging story through which
Hamel offers an extraordinary
window onto Athenian society.
The Lump of Coal - Lemony
Snicket 2011-06-14
Forget Frosty the Snowman or
Ruldolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer. The next great
holiday hero is a small,
flammable chunk of barbecue
fodder. He's impeccably
dressed, he's terribly grumpy,
and he's looking for a holiday
miracle. It's unmistakably
Snicket - here's the opening
line: This holiday season is a
time for stoytelling, and

whether you are hearing the
story of a candelabra staying lit
for more than a week, or a
baby born in a barn without
proper medical supervision,
these stories often feature
miracles.
Bedtime for Bear - Brett
Helquist 2010-12-21
Wintertime is here, and that
means it is bedtime for Bear.
But Bear's friends don't think
so. They want Bear to come
and play outside in the snow.
Bear can hear his friends
calling. He hears them
laughing and playing. Bear
can't sleep. But it's bedtime!
What is a bear to do?
A Series of Unfortunate Events
Box: The Gloom Looms Lemony Snicket 2005-10-18
Readers incapable of running
fast enough to escape Lemony
Snicket's A Series of
Unfortunate Events can
breathe a sigh of relief now
that the first six books of the
series have been securely
contained in a shrink-wrapped
box disguised with exquisite
Brett Helquist art that will
prevent this collection of woe
from falling into the wrong
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hands. The set includes: The
Grim Grotto, The Slippery
Slope and The Penultimate
Peril.
A Box of Unfortunate Events Lemony Snicket 2002-07
The first four books in Lemony
Snicket's bestselling 'A Series
of Unfortunate Events' are
collected together in this
attractive rigid slipcase.
What I Carry - Jennifer Longo
2021-01-26
"A deeply touching story about
survival, hope, and love." -Kathleen Glasgow, New York
Times bestselling author A
powerful and heartwarming
look at a teen girl about to age
out of the foster care system.
Growing up in foster care, Muir
has lived in many houses. And
if she's learned one thing, it is
to Pack. Light. Carry only what
fits in a suitcase. Toothbrush?
Yes. Socks? Yes. Emotional
attachment to friends? foster
families? a boyfriend? Nope!
There's no room for any
additional baggage. Muir has
just one year left before she
ages out of the system. One
year before she's free. One
year to avoid anything--or

anyone--that could get in her
way. Then she meets Francine.
And Kira. And Sean. And
everything changes.
A Series of Unfortunate Events:
The Notorious Notations Lemony Snicket 2006-02-21
This terribly tempting blank
book offers ruled pages
detailed with illustrations and
quotable quotations from Mr.
Snicket's archives. This journal
is resilient enough to hold even
the most revolting revelations
from any budding young
researcher or writer in
disguise. Consumable.
A Series of Unfortunate Events:
Volunteer Training: The
Puzzling Puzzles - Lemony
Snicket 2009-07-07
Within the pages of this
omnibus, readers will discover
all three books upon which the
movie Lemony Snicket's A
Series of Unfortunate Events is
based: The Bad Beginning, The
Reptile Room, and The Wide
Window. Like the movie, this
thick volume tells an unhappy
tale about three very unlucky
children, who despite being
perfectly well-mannered are
perfectly ill-fated. From the
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very beginning of Book the
First, when the children learn
of aterrible fire, continuing on
to the last page of Book the
Third, disaster lurks at their
heels. Unlike the movie,
however, this book can be
hidden under a bed where no
one will ever see it again.
There Is Power in a Union Philip Dray 2011-09-20
From the nineteenth-century
textile mills of Lowell,
Massachusetts, to the triumph
of unions in the twentieth
century and their waning
influence today, the contest
between labor and capital for
the American bounty has
shaped our national
experience. In this stirring new
history, Philip Dray shows us
the vital accomplishments of
organized labor and illuminates
its central role in our social,
political, economic, and
cultural evolution. His epic,
character-driven narrative not
only restores to our collective
memory the indelible story of
American labor, it also
demonstrates the importance
of the fight for fairness and
economic democracy, and why

that effort remains so urgent
today.
Service Included - Phoebe
Damrosch 2009-10-13
Kitchen Confidential meets Sex
and the City in this delicious,
behind-the-scenes memoir from
the first female captain at one
of New York City's most
prestigious restaurants While
Phoebe Damrosch was figuring
out what to do with her life,
she supported herself by
working as a waiter. Before
long she was a captain at the
New York City four-star
restaurant Per Se, the culinary
creation of master chef Thomas
Keller. Service Included is the
story of her experiences there:
her obsession with food, her
love affair with a sommelier,
and her observations of the
highly competitive and frenetic
world of fine dining. She also
provides the following dining
tips: Please do not ask your
waiter what else he or she
does. Please do not steal your
waiter's pen. Please do not say
you're allergic when you don't
like something. Please do not
send something back after
eating most of it. Please do not
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make faces or gagging noises
when hearing the
specials—someone else at the
table might like to order one of
them. After reading this book,
diners will never sit down at a
restaurant table the same way
again.
A Series of Unfortunate
Events Collection: Books
10-13 - Lemony Snicket
2012-06-12
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL
SERIES A Warning from the
Publisher: If you have come
this far, it is likely too late.
Readers who have experienced
the first nine volumes in A
Series of Unfortunate Events
by Lemony Snicket are usually
so weakened by their dreadful
knowledge of the Baudelaire
orphans' story that they spend
most of their time moaning and
weeping, and have no strength
to read The Slippery Slope, The
Grim Grotto, The Penultimate
Peril, or The End. If, by chance,
your moaning and weeping is
more or less under control,
there is no need to further risk
your physical, emotional, and
literary health by reading the
four remaining volumes in the

series. It would be better to
regain your strength by
spending your time indulging
in less alarming activities, such
as whistling or making
cupcakes for the elderly. After
all, this collection contains all
of the calamities in the last
four volumes of A Series of
Unfortunate Events, including
abandoned condiments,
cigarette smoking, a shocking
revelation, a ridiculous laugh, a
fearsome storm, a herd of wild
sheep, a truly haunting secret
about the Baudelaire parents,
another shocking revelation,
and Phil. There is no need to
expose yourself to such
atrocities, not after all you've
been through already.
The Bad Beginning - Lemony
Snicket 2016-02-25
'If you are interested in stories
with happy endings, you would
be better off reading some
other book.' Violet, Klaus and
Sunny Baudelaire are most
unfortunate children.
Orphaned after the sudden
death of their parents in a
house fire, they are left in the
hands of their guardian, Count
Olaf, who has diabolical plans
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for them . . . 'A Series of
Unfortunate Events' has sold
more than 60 million copies
worldwide, has been translated
into 41 languages and was
adapted into a 2004 film
starring Jim Carrey. 'Wicked
good fun' - Kirkus Reviews
Corridors Of Power - C.P.
Snow 2010-01-16
The corridors and committee
rooms of Whitehall are the
setting for the ninth in the
Strangers and Brothers series.
They are also home to the
manipulation of political power.
Roger Quaife wages his banthe-bomb campaign from his
seat in the Cabinet and his
office at the Ministry.
The Slippery Slope - Lemony
Snicket 2012-09-01
There is nothing to be found in
the pages of A Series of
Unfortunate Events but misery
and despair. You still have time
to choose another international
best-seller to read. But if you
must know what unpleasantries
befall the charming and clever
Baudelaire children read on . . .
Like handshakes, house pets or
raw carrots, many things are
preferable when not slippery.

Unfortunately the Baudelaires
run into more than their fair
share of slipperiness during
their harrowing journey up and
down a range of strange and
distressing mountains in The
Slippery Slope. In order to
spare you repulsion it is best
not to mention any more
regarding a secret message, a
toboggan, a deceitful trap, a
swarm of snow gnats and a
scheming villain. With 5 million
copies sold in the UK alone,
one might consider Lemony
Snicket’s A Series of
Unfortunate Events to make
him one of the most successful
children’s authors of the past
decade. We, however, consider
these miserable so-called
adventure stories and the
Hollywood film starring Jim
Carrey that accompanied the
books for children as nothing
more than a dreadful mistake.
"Shouldn't You Be in School?" Lemony Snicket 2014-09-30
Is Lemony Snicket a detective
or a smoke detector? Do you
smell smoke? Young apprentice
Lemony Snicket is
investigating a case of arson
but soon finds himself
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enveloped in the everincreasing mystery that haunts
the town of Stain'd-by-the-Sea.
Who is setting the fires? What
secrets are hidden in the
Department of Education? Why
are so many schoolchildren in
danger? Is it all the work of the
notorious villain Hangfire?
How could you even ask that?
What kind of education have
you had? Maybe you should be
in school?
A Series of Unfortunate
Events #10: The Slippery
Slope - Lemony Snicket
2009-10-13
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL
SERIES Like bad smells,
uninvited weekend guests or
very old eggs, there are some
things that ought to be
avoided. Snicket's saga about
the charming, intelligent, and
grossly unlucky Baudelaire
orphans continues to alarm its
distressed and suspicious fans
the world over. The tenth book
in this outrageous publishing
effort features more than the
usual dose of distressing
details, such as snow gnats, an
organised troupe of
youngsters, an evil villain with

a dastardly plan, a secret
headquarters and some
dangerous antics you should
not try at home. With the
weather turning colder, this is
one chilling book you would be
better off without.
The Carnivorous Carnival Lemony Snicket 2012-09-01
There is nothing to be found in
the pages of A Series of
Unfortunate Events but misery
and despair. You still have time
to choose another international
best-seller to read. But if you
must know what unpleasantries
befall the charming and clever
Baudelaire children read on . . .
The Carnivorous Carnival
contains such a distressing
story that consuming any of its
contents would be far more
stomach-turning than even the
most imbalanced meal. To
avoid causing discomfort, it
would be best if I didn’t
mention any of the ingredients
of this story, particularly a
confusing map, an
ambidextrous person, an
unruly crowd, a wooden plank
and Chabo the Wolf Baby. Your
time might be better filled with
something more palatable such
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as eating your vegetables or
feeding them to someone else.
With 5 million copies sold in
the UK alone, one might
consider Lemony Snicket’s A
Series of Unfortunate Events to
make him one of the most
successful children’s authors of
the past decade. We, however,
consider these miserable socalled adventure stories and
the Hollywood film starring Jim
Carrey that accompanied the
books for children as nothing
more than a dreadful mistake.
The Incomplete History of
Secret Organizations - Joe
Tracz 2018-10-30
This mysterious illustrated tiein to Netflix's award-winning A
Series of Unfortunate Events -featuring an introduction by
Count Olaf's legal
representative, Neil Patrick
Harris -- shares insider secrets
about the Baudelaire family
and the making of the show. In
every library there is a single
book that can answer the
question that burns like a fire
in the mind... In this collector's
companion you will discover
never-before-seen
photographs, never-before-told
a-series-of-unfortunate-events-the-slippery-slope

stories, and never-before,
revealed secrets spanning all
three seasons of the hilariously
twisted, critically acclaimed hit
series. You will encounter
original concept art, annotated
script excerpts, and interviews
with the creative team and allstar cast, as well as glossaries,
recipes, lyric sheets, hidden
Easter eggs, shocking
backstories, and suspicious
pages from the titular tome,
unredacted, and revealed here
for the first time. Featuring
interviews with: Tony Hale
Daniel Handler Aasif Mandvi
Sara Rue Barry Sonnenfeld
Patrick Warburton Bo Welch
Alfre Woodard and more...
Perhaps you are wondering
how a noble person such as
yourself might become a
member of a secret
organization. Like so many
things in life, it starts by
picking up the right book. So
go ahead, read at your own
risk.
The Dilemma Deepens Lemony Snicket 2002-10-01
State of Fear - Michael
Crichton 2009-10-13
11/16
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New York Times bestselling
author Michael Crichton
delivers another action-packed
techo-thriller in State of Fear.
When a group of eco-terrorists
engage in a global conspiracy
to generate weather-related
natural disasters, its up to
environmental lawyer Peter
Evans and his team to uncover
the subterfuge. From Tokyo to
Los Angeles, from Antarctica to
the Solomon Islands, Michael
Crichton mixes cutting edge
science and action-packed
adventure, leading readers on
an edge-of-your-seat ride while
offering up a thoughtprovoking commentary on the
issue of global warming. A
deftly-crafted novel, in true
Crichton style, State of Fear is
an exciting, stunning tale that
not only entertains and
educates, but will make you
think.
A Series of Unfortunate
Events #10: The Slippery
Slope Netflix Tie-in - Lemony
Snicket 2018-12-18
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL
SERIES Like bad smells,
uninvited weekend guests or
very old eggs, there are some

things that ought to be
avoided. Snicket's saga about
the charming, intelligent, and
grossly unlucky Baudelaire
orphans continues to alarm its
distressed and suspicious fans
the world over. The tenth book
in this outrageous publishing
effort features more than the
usual dose of distressing
details, such as snow gnats, an
organised troupe of
youngsters, an evil villain with
a dastardly plan, a secret
headquarters and some
dangerous antics you should
not try at home. With the
weather turning colder, this is
one chilling book you would be
better off without.
A Series of Unfortunate Events
#13 CD: The End - Lemony
Snicket 2006-10-13
Dear Listener, You are
presumably looking at the back
of this audiobook, or the end of
the end. The end of the end is
the best place to begin the end,
because if you listen to the end
from the beginning of the
beginning of the end to the end
of the end of the end, you will
arrive at the end of the end of
your rope. This audiobook is
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the last in A Series of
Unfortunate Events, and even
if you braved the previous
twelve volumes, you probably
can't stand such unpleasantries
as a fearsome storm, a
suspicious beverage, a herd of
wild sheep, an enormous bird
cage, and a truly haunting
secret about the Baudelaire
parents. I also shouldn't
mention the features of the
interactive CD, which include:
Perplexing word games Photos
from The Lemony Snicket
Archives Art from The Brett
Helquist gallery It has been my
solemn occupation to complete
the history of the Baudelaire
orphans, and at last I am
finished. You likely have some
other occupation, so if I were
you I would drop this
audiobook at once, so the end
does not finish you. With all
due respect, Lemony Snicket
Poison for Breakfast - Lemony
Snicket 2021-08-31
Washington Post Bestseller A
new stand-alone
adventure—appropriate for all
ages—by Lemony Snicket, one
of the twenty-first century’s
most beloved authors. In the

years since this publishing
house was founded, we have
worked with an array of
wondrous authors who have
brought illuminating clarity to
our bewildering world. Now,
instead, we bring you Lemony
Snicket. Over the course of his
long and suspicious career, Mr.
Snicket has investigated many
things, including villainy,
treachery, conspiracy, ennui,
and various suspicious fires. In
this book, he is investigating
his own death. Poison for
Breakfast is a different sort of
book than others we have
published, and from others you
may have read. It is different
from other books Mr. Snicket
has written. It could be said to
be a book of philosophy,
something almost no one likes,
but it is also a mystery, and
many people claim to like
those. Certainly Mr. Snicket
didn’t relish the dreadful task
of solving it, but he had no
choice. It was put in front of
him, right there, on his plate.
Hetty Feather - Jacqueline
Wilson 2013-09-26
The mega-bestselling tale of
fiery, spirited Victorian
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foundling, Hetty Feather.
London, 1876. Hetty Feather is
just a tiny baby when her
mother leaves her at the
Foundling Hospital. The
Hospital cares for abandoned
children - but Hetty must first
live with a foster family until
she is big enough to go to
school. Life in the countryside
is sometimes hard, but with her
foster brothers, Jem and
Gideon, Hetty helps in the
fields and plays vivid imaginary
games. Together they sneak off
to visit the travelling circus,
and Hetty is mesmerised by the
show - especially the stunning
Madame Adeline and her
performing horses. But Hetty's
happiness is threatened once
more when she must return to
the Foundling Hospital to begin
her education. The new life of
awful uniforms and terrible
food is a struggle for her, and
she desperately misses her
beloved Jem. But now she has
the chance to find her real
mother. Could she really be the
wonderful Madame Adeline? Or
will Hetty find the truth is even
more surprising? Jacqueline
Wilson will surprise and delight

old fans and new with this
utterly original historical novel.
The first book featuring feisty
Victorian heroine, Hetty
Feather, this is a compelling,
moving, funny and totally
fascinating tale that will thrill
and captivate readers.
A Series of Unfortunate Events
#11: The Grim Grotto Netflix
Tie-in - Lemony Snicket
2018-12-18
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL
SERIES Warning: Your day will
become very dark—and
possibly damp—if you read this
book. Plan to spend this spring
in hiding. Lemony Snicket is
back with the eleventh book in
his New York Times bestselling
A Series of Unfortunate Events.
Lemony Snicket's saga about
the charming, intelligent and
grossly unlucky Baudelaire
orphans continues to provoke
suspicion and despair in
readers the world over. In the
eleventh and most alarming
volume yet in the bestselling
phenomenon A Series of
Unfortunate Events, the
intrepid siblings delve further
into the dark mystery
surrounding the death of their
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parents and the baffling VFD
organisation.
"Why Is This Night Different
from All Other Nights?" Lemony Snicket 2015-09-29
Before the Baudelaires became
orphans, before he
encountered A Series of
Unfortunate Events, even
before the invention of Netflix,
Lemony Snicket was a boy
discovering the mysteries of
the world. Train travel!
Murder! Librarians! A Series
Finale! On all other nights, the
train departs from Stain'd
Station and travels to the city
without stopping. But not
tonight. You might ask, why is
this night different from all
other nights? But that's the
wrong question. Instead ask,
where is this all heading? And
what happens at the end of the
line? The final book in Lemony
Snicket's bestselling series, All
the Wrong Questions.
A Series of Unfortunate
Events: Lemony Snicket Lemony Snicket 2002-05-07
In anticipation of the
forthcoming release of The
Slippery Slope (A Series of
Unfortunate Events Book the

Tenth) don't miss this
depressing opportunity to warn
even more readers off Lemony
Snicket. Finally, here is the
definitive – and only – book for
anyone interested in learning
more about the alarmingly
elusive author. Ages 10+
The Slippery Slope - Lemony
Snicket 2010-08-01
There is nothing to be found in
the pages of A Series of
Unfortunate Events but misery
and despair. You still have time
to choose another international
best-seller to read. But if you
must know what unpleasantries
befall the charming and clever
Baudelaire children read on . . .
Like handshakes, house pets or
raw carrots, many things are
preferable when not slippery.
Unfortunately the Baudelaires
run into more than their fair
share of slipperiness during
their harrowing journey up and
down a range of strange and
distressing mountains in The
Slippery Slope. In order to
spare you repulsion it is best
not to mention any more
regarding a secret message, a
toboggan, a deceitful trap, a
swarm of snow gnats and a
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scheming villain. With 5 million
copies sold in the UK alone,
one might consider Lemony
Snicket’s A Series of
Unfortunate Events to make
him one of the most successful
children’s authors of the past
decade. We, however, consider
these miserable so-called
adventure stories and the
Hollywood film starring Jim
Carrey that accompanied the
books for children as nothing
more than a dreadful mistake.
Series of Unfortunate Events
#10: The Slippery Slope Lemony Snicket 2003-09-23
DISCLAIMER: The long term
effects of listening to this audio
are unknown. Scientists have
detected slightly higher rates
of panic, fright and freefloating anxiety amongst
listeners to this audio than that
found in those listeners who
engaged in more pleasant
listening activities. Dear
Listener, Like handshakes or
housepets, many things are

preferable when not slippery.
Unfortunately, in this
miserable volume, I am afraid
that Violet, Klaus, and Sunny
Baudelaire run into more than
their fair share of slipperiness
during their harrowing journey
up -- and down -- a range of
strange and distressing
mountains. It would be best not
to mention any of the
unpleasant details of this story,
particularly a secret message,
a swarm of snow gnats, a
scheming villain, a covered
casserole dish, and a surprising
survivor of a terrible fire.
Unfortunately, I have dedicated
my life to researching and
recording the sad tale of the
Baudelaire Orphans. There is
no reason for you to dedicate
yourself to such things, and
you might instead dedicate
yourself to letting this slippery
audio slip from your hands into
a nearby trash receptacle, or
deep pit.With all due respect,
Lemony Snicket
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